Developing Tools for IV&V Software Regression Analysis, Change Impact and Issue Resolution

Introduction:
The IV&V Test Analysis team faced the situation where a Project was using a non-traditional tracking and non-integrated system for requirement creation, implementation and verification. Essentially, there were four repositories for requirements. The concern that this raised was that as a requirement proceeded through the software development cycle, the requirement may not stay consistent and possibly even get "lost." In performing test analysis, we wanted to ensure that all of the correct requirements would get tested.

Problem Definition:
The various project tracking sources (see Requirements Flow figure above):
• The Project is using Functional Design Descriptions and Requirements Documents to define the requirements.
• The Level 1, 2, 3 & 4 requirements are being collected and stored in the Requirement DOORS Database.
• The FSW requirements are being collected in the FSW Release Plan.
• All requirements should be collected in the VnV DOORS Database for verification tracking.

These resulted in two different source sets of documents, two separate intermediate collection sources and one all encompassing validation and verification database. These various requirement sources are collected in Word documents, Excel spreadsheets and DOORS databases. The difficulty that we faced was getting all the requirement sources in one consolidated source in order to perform analysis.

Solving the Problem:
1. We needed to determine what product we were going to use to perform the comparison analysis. Some choices that were considered were MSExcel, MSAccess, SQL or DOORS. When the effort was started, the scope didn’t seem as large as it has ended up being, this led us to use Excel as it is the easiest to start up and the simplest to use. The tool was augmented with Visual Basic to perform necessary computations.

2. All of the requirements needed to be exported from the tracking source that they existed in and needed to be imported into the Excel spreadsheet. We needed to manually pull the requirements from the Word documents, pull the worksheet of requirements from the FSW Release Plan and then learn DOORS and how the project was using it in order to export the requirements out of the DOORS databases.

3. Once we had all the requirements imported into Excel, we had to determine the status of all the requirements. By understanding how the requirements were designed to move from source to source, we could then check to determine if the requirements correctly flowed from one source to another (i.e. if they got "lost"), if they flowed completely from one source to another (i.e. if the requirements stayed consistent) and if there was a trace acknowledging that a requirement was deleted.

4. The spreadsheet resulted in multiple tabs that included:
• Four tabs for the four requirement tracking sources.
• Five tabs for all the individual comparisons (green arrows in the Requirements Flow figure above)
• One tab for a composite look at the overall comparison
• Four tabs for a metrics summary of the comparisons

Results and Ideas for the Future:
• This analysis has been well received by the project and has resulted in considerable findings that have prompted the project to perform work in reconsidering the differences found. The project systems engineer uses these comparisons as a wedge within the project to achieve a single set of requirements. The analysis has been adopted as a necessary function moving toward Readiness Reviews and is performed on a monthly basis.

In tracking the flow of the requirements, the tool has proven to be valuable in performing change impact and tracking issue resolutions. As IV&V performs analysis at each level of FSW, requirements development, implementation and verification, we need to ensure that the requirements that are being used for each phase are consistent. This analysis that we perform allows us to flag requirements that may be categorized correctly. The problem category was the one where the requirement texts did not match. The difference between the mismatches that are valid (the mismatch is because of requirement text differences that create different meanings) and the ones that are inconsequential (the mismatch is due to slightly different requirement texts that do not have different meanings) are difficult to automatically determine. This requires an analyst to manually determine the difference.

The biggest issue that we faced in the comparisons was that due to all of the varying sources of requirements, the formatting of the requirement IDs and texts from one source to the next was quite different. Spaces, returns, special characters, etc… created difficulty when trying to match IDs and then comparing the requirement text. Using combinations of various Excel functions such as Substitution, Index, Match, etc… we were able to overcome the formatting issues.

Once the comparisons were completed, all of the discrepancies would be categorized correctly. The problem category was the one where the requirement texts did not match. The difference between the mismatches that are valid (the mismatch is because of requirement text differences that create different meanings) and the ones that are inconsequential (the mismatch is due to slightly different requirement texts that do not have different meanings) are difficult to automatically determine. This requires an analyst to manually determine the difference.

Double-click to read the full-size image to see the requirements flow diagram.